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Teaching 

ACHING MILLINERY 

millinery is a thriving busi 

ness, The demand for milliners to go 

from house to house and work by the 
day or hour at rates which economical 
folks can afford to pay is at present 

greater than the supply. Several millia 
ery schools run by modistes who origin 

ally learned their trade abroad have 

pupils. The girls who learn 
arc from cighteen to twenty-five years of 

age. They give three months or there 
abouts to diligent practice under train 
ing. Some of them fail entirely, for 

establishing 

patronage The house-to-house 

vw institution; she has come to | 
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Scoteh Plan of Making the Eye Clear, 
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and, pincing the bov befor a shop win 

dow, all one glance at its con 

Th 

the window was asked to describe what 

he had seen In the earlier of these ob 

ject lessons it was a diffienlt matter to 

remember more than one article ina well. 
filled window, but by degrees the power 

of perception ly devel 

oped that it became possible for him to 
aame not only the various goods shown, 
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became so acute 

| but to deseribe their form, quality of the 

| arrangement and general appearance of | 
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At the Allen Glenn's Bchool, Glasgow, 
Scotland, the principal has arranged an 

{ appliance, resembling in principle the ex 
periments of Houdin, which i« used to 
{ some purpose in encouragiog sharp in- 

only a zirl with a good touch of the artist | 
fn her can be a milliner. Many, however, 
succeed. When they are equipped they 

find circles of employers waiting for 
then, and they go from house to house 
I'ke the peripatetic dressmaker, doing up 
the family millinery by the day. [It is 
an immense saving when the results are 
satisfactory, for they chr ¢ $2 to $4 for 
time in which to concoct four or five $30 
or $70 creations, nnd some nf the more 
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dividual effort in observation and com. 
prehension and in verbal or pictorial ex 
ression., 

fed that is made to revolve, On this 
board are placed some articles, on one 
side of which some letters dots and fig- 
ures are painted, At asignal the board 
revolves, and the pupils must brace them 
selves up to grasp the words, note the 
figures, or count the dots, After gradu. 
ated preliminary exercises of this kind 
the pupils are trained to catcha sentence, 
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f A whole book and one of 

too. might be written the 

wonders of the world Even Mala 

yan know that it is possible for 

a plant or a flower to be a real oddity, 
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| for botanists tell us that they have an 
{ extraordinary flower which is known to 
them by a name which signifies ““Wonder- 

flower and a flower 

It ix a globular parasite, about three feet 
across, and bursts into a dream of love. 

| liness from the surface of decaying logs 
{and stumps, 
{ exceeded in size by only one other species 

The “swonder-wonder” is 

of known flower, the Victoria regina of 
Ceylon, which is five feet across, 

India, the home of serpents, has what 
| is known as the “vegetable boa constric 

1 ; \ | tor," 
This applisnce consists of a | 3, great trees so tightly as to strangle 

a species of climber which twines 

them to death, 
“The butcher plant,” on®* of the car. 

nivorous vogetables, is found only in the 
near vicinity of Wilmington, N. ©, -- 
(St. Louis Rapublic 

There is a firm of London opticians whe 
nalko a specialty of supplying spectacles for 
OTHOs. 
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Tue total amount of money in the 

United States is §1,665,390,000, or a per 

capita circulation of $25.62. The total | 

is divided into $687.000.000 in 

and $422,500, 000 
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I « the President boasted tl 
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Some prospectors who bave just re 

turned to San Francisco from an ex 

pedition in of a “lost mine” 

supposed to be situated in the Lieart of 

the Colorado desert (which, of Course, 

they did not find) came across some in 

teresting relies of a bygone age. One of 
these was an old fort some distance north 
of Indian Wells, which is near the border 
line of Mexico. From the pottery 
picked up in the ruins it was evidently 
of Aztec origin. Near Sackett's Wells 
the explorers found the ribs and prow of | 
an old boat half buried in the sand. 
How it'came there is a mystery, since no 
stream of water flows within hundreds 
of miles of the spot. In the neighbor. 
hood «of Cabasos Mountain a shallow | 
cave containing the skeletons of ten 
Indians was discovered. The Lagunas, 
a local tribe, have a superstitious dread 
of “his opening, because the Indians 
whose bones are tacre deposited were all 
killed by a stroke of lightning. While 
the prospectors were searching the desert 
uorty of Mountain Springs in the end of 
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How Ir Feria 10 Farr. —The experi 
ences of many persons who have under 

gone all the sensations of death by fall 

have been collected by Prof. Heim, of 

Berlin, who finds that the feelings are by 

no means such as the witnesses of the ac 

cidents imagine, The victim retains his 
knowledge of what is going on, suffers 

no pain or paralyzing terror, but has his 
aroused to marvelous 

In a few brief moments his 

long 
forgotten, many of them-are compressed 
into the seconds of his rush through the 
air to the earth. Then a gentle ringing 
fills his ears. He hears his body strike, 
but does not feel it, and the rapid visions 
of the seemingly long time of his fall 

The 

retained consciousness, is that no pain is 
felt. In a fall So the Alps, at the end of 
which he was still perfectly conscious, 
Mr. Whymper bounded from rock to rock 
with absolutely no pain; and those who 
have had limbs broken by falls, or on the 
battlefield, have heen unable to tell the 
Cg affected until after trying to use 
t | 
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A Bone Collector, s 

While the Chinese seem very anxious 
to live in America they do not like to die 
here and have a horror of being burted 
away from the resting places of their ane 
cestors. Moy Hoe, a Chinaman of San 
Francisco, has taken advantage of this 
feeling in his countrymen, and does a 
lerge business in collecting the remains 
of his defunct countrymen and shipping 
them for burial in their native soil. For 
this end he visits all the principal cities 
of the country and has penctrated even 
to the mining camps where Chinese are 

employed. He says that the has shi Ia 
many hundred bodies to China, — 
yune,  


